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Across

Rock music group's brief entertaining spot (9)1

Broadcast of Ms. Perkins describing her 
Japanese cakes (5)

6

Hardened nurses beginning to justifiably get 
upset (7)

9

Lying by a dozen peers? (7)10

Over in America I do Zumba in houses of the 
stars (6)

11

Productive insect loses tail injecting you (8)12

Start of ‘chop, chop, chops’ action? (4)14

Burn these stories about the French Messieurs 
(10)

15

Finding solution of filing query involved leaving 
computer terminal (10)

18

Three behind victor? Grab a pasty! (4)20

Romantic Parisian who’s with non-European 
from distant shores (8)

23

Bliss for all to see: expertly shaped cutting with 
railway shed (6)

24

Youngster’s wicked to old person - it’s 
intimidating (7)

26

Tin mine owner's field crosses over the hill (7)27

In deep, so my horses must try to win here (5)28

Found a way to get reclining couch over barrier 
(9)

29

Down

Gently wry interpretation of short, quick lazzi 
(9)

1

Adjective used extremely oddly goes to 
pronounce sentence (7)

2

Hair dressing tip from Talk of the Town (6)3

Virtual paper chase involving cars (4)4

Test upcoming agent and other ranks separately 
during leave (10)

5

Persistence of mutant virus coming up toilet (8)6

Moving sound of flatfish when fed (7)7

Picturesque scene discovered in partially 
dilapidated retreat (5)

8

After endless applause, Daley finally dove into 
moving target (4,6)

13

Held up spades’ king, unknown court card and 
first of eight diamonds (9)

16

Get mojo working with a half-empty beer bottle 
(8)

17

Addicts once dry replaced by five getting shakes 
(7)

19

Snake, crippled once it’s put on road (7)21

Small child cut from limestone deposited in 
prison (6)

22

Get nervous as Queen encounters a kerfuffle on 
vacation (5)

23

Odds: four to one on the black market (4)25


